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In this paper we outline the extension of recently introduced the sub-system embedding sub-
algebras coupled cluster (SES-CC) formalism to the unitary CC formalism. In analogy to the
standard single-reference SES-CC formalism, its unitary CC extension allows one to include the dy-
namical (outside the active space) correlation effects in an SES induced complete active space (CAS)
effective Hamiltonian. In contrast to the standard single-reference SES-CC theory, the unitary CC
approach results in a Hermitian form of the effective Hamiltonian. Additionally, for the double
unitary CC formalism (DUCC) the corresponding CAS eigenvalue problem provides a rigorous sep-
aration of external cluster amplitudes that describe dynamical correlation effects – used to define the
effective Hamiltonian – from those corresponding to the internal (inside the active space) excitations
that define the components of eigenvectors associated with the energy of the entire system. The
proposed formalism can be viewed as an efficient way of downfolding many-electron Hamiltonian
to the low-energy model represented by a particular choice of CAS. In principle, this technique can
be extended to any type of complete active space representing an arbitrary energy window of a
quantum system. The Hermitian character of low-dimensional effective Hamiltonians makes them
an ideal target for several types of full configuration interaction (FCI) type eigensolvers. As an
example, we also discuss the algebraic form of the perturbative expansions of the effective DUCC
Hamiltonians corresponding to composite unitary CC theories and discuss possible algorithms for
hybrid classical and quantum computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even though quantum chemistry and materials science
communities have expended a great deal of effort design-
ing numerous methods to describe collective behavior of
electrons in correlated systems, the fundamental under-
standing of these processes in many systems is still inhib-
ited by an exponential growth in computation associated
with representing the many-body electronic wave func-
tion. These problems usually occur for systems charac-
terized by small energy gaps between occupied and un-
occupied one-particle states, where the use of advanced
tools to describe electron correlation effects is a prerequi-
site. Several classes of many-body approaches based on
the inclusion of higher-rank collective excitations [1, 2],
multi-reference concepts [3–10], and symmetry-breaking
mechanisms have resulted in a myriad of approximations
trying to describe static and dynamic correlations effects.
For example, coupled cluster (CC) [11–15], density ma-
trix renormalization group (DMRG) [16–18], and density
matrix methods [19, 20] have already demonstrated their
efficiency in coping with complicated electron correlation
effects in modest size molecular and materials systems.
However, the applicability of these methods for larger
systems is still defined by a trade-off between accuracy
and computational costs. In many cases, this situation
∗ karol.kowalski@pnnl.gov
evolves into a scientific stalemate. While strongly corre-
lated systems successfully elude the mainstream theoret-
ical modeling exemplified by low-rank methods, mainly
DFT, the applicability of very accurate yet very expen-
sive many-body formalisms is significantly limited by
computational resources offered by conventional comput-
ers. In this regard, enabling mathematically rigorous
models where correlation effects are downfolded into a
low-dimensionality space offers a unique chance to per-
manently eliminate the inherent bias/biases of currently
employed many-body theories. The diagonalization of
the resulting low-dimensionality effective Hamiltonians
is also an ideal target for various algorithms including
algorithms for classical computers as well as novel algo-
rithms capable of taking advantage of emerging quantum
information systems. [21–29]
Of the various quantum chemistry methods, CC theory
has become the de facto standard high accuracy calcu-
lations for nuclear, atomic, and molecular systems. The
framework of CC theory, when combined with recent de-
velopments of our own, makes it well suited to address
systems in which correlation effects are downfolded onto
smaller spaces. We have recently shown in Refs. [30, 31]
that we can go beyond solving the ground-state CC equa-
tions in the conventional iterative manner, by decoupling
the excitations into two disjoint sets as shown in Fig. 1.
The A set is obtained from predefined classes of exci-
tations (or sub-algebra(s)), and the B set contains all
the remaining parameters needed to describe the whole
system. This technique, known as sub-system embed-
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FIG. 1. Abstract representation of the SES-CC approach.
ding sub-algebras coupled cluster (SES-CC) introduces
the concept of active spaces in a natural way and pro-
vides a mathematically rigorous procedure for downfold-
ing many-body effects for a subset of excitations into an
effective Hamiltonian for tractable eigenvalue problems
that provide the ground state energy for the full conven-
tional CC calculation (see Fig. 1). The authors of this
paper view the SES formalism, which has been shown to
work well compared to standard CC approximations, as
potential generalized extension of previously developed
embedding methods (see Ref. [32]) and Löwdin partition-
ing techniques [33, 34] which will be discussed in future
work. However, as a consequence of the single-reference
CC Ansatz, the standard SES-CC effective Hamiltoni-
ans are not Hermitian, which precludes them from effi-
cient utilization with full configuration interaction (FCI)
type diagonalizers, such as those used in quantum algo-
rithms and the DMRG method. So there is a natural
need for extending SES-CC approach to the unitary CC
formalisms which assure the Hermitian character of re-
sulting effective Hamiltonians. Several key problems as-
sociated with this extension are related to the following
questions: (1) what is the optimal way of utilizing diag-
onalizers for enabling accurate many-body formulations
given current and near-term time perspectives? (2) How
can many-body formulations be tuned (using mathemat-
ically rigorous procedures and operating on the param-
eters defining a given many-body approach) to existing
and future computational systems to assure applications
to more realistic and challenging problems than currently
possible?
We address the above questions by developing a new
downfolding strategy pertaining to the SES-CC formal-
ism which enables one to represent the effective (or down-
folded) many-body Hamiltonian in a much smaller or-
bital space (or active space), where the correlation ef-
fects from outside the active space are included in the
form of a similarity unitary transformation involving only
parameters corresponding to high-energy components of
the corresponding wave function. The proposed compu-
tational scheme can give rise to an efficient hybrid clas-
sical/quantum computational approach: while the high-
energy components of the wave function and the second
quantized form of the effective Hamiltonian are calcu-
lated using classical computers, the diagonalization of the
effective Hamiltonian is achieved by employing quantum
algorithms. As a specific example of the above formal-
ism, in this paper we will consider a formalism where
similarity unitary transformation is defined to downfold-
ing an essential part of the virtual orbital space. We will
also introduce models based on the inclusion of single
and double excitations in relevant unitary operators and
derive the algebraic form of downfolded Hamiltonian by
combining particle-hole and physical vacuum representa-
tions of second quantized operators.
II. STANDARD SINGLE-REFERENCE
FORMULATION
The standard single-reference CC formulations are
predicated on the assumption that there exists a reason-
able choice of a Slater determinant |Φ〉 that can provide
an adequate starting point for the exponential (CC) ex-
pansion of the ground-state electronic wave function |Ψ〉
|Ψ〉 = eT |Φ〉 , (1)
where the so-called cluster operator T can be expanded
in terms of its many-body components Tk
T =
m∑
k=1
Tk . (2)
In the second quantized form, each Tk component can be
expressed as
Tk =
1
(k!)2
∑
i1,...,ik;
a1,...,ak
ta1...aki1...ik E
a1...ak
i1...ik
, (3)
where indices i1, i2, . . . (a1, a2, . . .) refer to occupied (un-
occupied) spin orbitals in the reference function |Φ〉,
ti1...ika1...ak are cluster amplitudes, and E
a1...ak
i1...ik
are excitation
operators. The excitation operators are defined through
strings of standard creation (a†p) and annihilation opera-
tors (ap)
Ea1...aki1...ik = a
†
a1 . . . a
†
ak
aik . . . ai1 . (4)
In the particle-hole formalism, the excitation operators
are expressed in terms of particle/hole creation opera-
tors only. When acting on the reference function |Φ〉, the
Ea1...aki1...ik operators produce the so-called excited configu-
rations |Φa1...aki1...ik 〉 defined as
|Φa1...aki1...ik 〉 = Ea1...aki1...ik |Φ〉 . (5)
Upon the substitution of the ansatz (1) into the
Schrödinger equation one gets the energy-dependent form
of the CC equations:
(P +Q)HeT |Φ〉 = E(P +Q)eT |Φ〉 , (6)
3where P and Q are projection operators onto the refer-
ence function (P = |Φ〉〈Φ|) and onto the excited configu-
rations generated by the T operator when acting on the
reference function,
Q =
m∑
k=1
∑
i1<...<ik;
a1<...<ak
|Φa1...aki1...ik 〉〈Φa1...aki1...ik | . (7)
A careful diagrammatic analysis [1] leads to an equiva-
lent (at the solution), energy-independent form of the CC
equations for the cluster amplitudes
Qe−THeT |Φ〉 = QH¯|Φ〉 = 0 , (8)
where the H¯ = e−THeT is referred to as the similarity
transformed Hamiltonian. It can also be shown that the
H¯ is expressible in terms of connected diagrams, i.e., H¯ =
(HeT )C , where C designates a connected form of a given
operator expression. Once the T operator is determined
by solving Eq. (8), the corresponding energy is given by
the standard formula
E = 〈Φ|H¯|Φ〉 . (9)
The second-quantized form of the many-body Hamilto-
nian defined by up to pairwise interactions is given by
the formula
H =
∑
p,q
hpqa
†
paq +
1
4
∑
p,q,r,s
vpqrsa
†
pa
†
qasar , (10)
where p, q, r, s indices run over a spin-orbital basis
involved in a given algebraic approximation (associated
with the use of finite-dimensional one-particle basis set to
discretize the Schrödinger equation), and hpq and vpqrs rep-
resent one- and two-electron integrals (in the above rep-
resentation, the vpqrs tensor is antisymmetric with respect
to permutations among the sets of lower and upper spin-
orbital indices). In typical molecular applications, based
for example on the delocalized Hartree-Fock molecular
orbitals expanded in the Gaussian basis set, the number
of terms defining second-quantized Hamiltonian is pro-
portional to N4 where N stands for the number of basis
set functions. It has recently been shown that using a
different kind of basis set, namely the plane wave dual
basis set, the number of terms can be reduced from N4
to N2 [26]. Similar reduction can also be achieved for
Gaussian basis sets when combined Cholesky and singu-
lar value decompositions are employed to represent two-
electron integrals (see Refs. [27, 35] for details)
From the point of quantum computing applications,
the net effect of the number of basis set functions and
the number of non-vanishing terms in Hamiltonian de-
fine the circuit depth that determines the efficiency of
quantum algorithms. The reduction in the number of
non-negligible terms may also be achieved by employing
localization techniques for Gaussian basis sets [36–38].
An interesting alternative to the localized basis sets, that
may especially impact the choice of the initial state, is
the use of the Brückner orbitals [39–44] that maximize
the overlap |〈ΦB |Ψ〉| between normalized lowest energy
Slater determinant |ΦB〉 and the correlated wave func-
tion |Ψ〉. Given the form of this condition, one should
also expect more efficient utilization of phase estimation
techniques when Brückner orbitals are employed in the
context of various quantum algorithms such as Trotteri-
zation.
In the exact wave function limit, the excitation level
m is equal to the number of correlated electrons (Ne)
while in the approximate CC formulations m  Ne. In
this way, one can define standard approximations such
as CCSD (m = 2) [15], CCSDT (m = 3) [45–47], CCS-
DTQ (m = 4) [48, 49], etc. Various standard CC ap-
proximations have been successfully applied to describe
various many-body systems across energy and spatial
scales ranging from nuclear matter to molecular and ex-
tended/periodic systems [50–57]. The success of the CC
methods in capturing correlation effects can be attributed
to two main factors: (1) its size-extensivity, i.e., proper
scaling of the energy with number of the particles, which
is a direct consequence of connected character of dia-
grams contributing to the CC equations and (2) possibil-
ity of approximating higher-order excitations by products
of low-rank cluster operators.
III. PROPERTIES OF CC SUB-SYSTEM
EMBEDDING SUB-ALGEBRAS
Certain properties of CC equations are inextricably as-
sociated with the possibility of partitioning of cluster op-
erators in CC wave function into components correspond-
ing to various sub-algebras of excitation Lie algebra de-
noted here as g(N), which is generated by all excitation
operators Ealil = a
†
al
ail . In a recent paper [30], we have
analyzed properties of the CC equations stemming from
the presence of CC-approximation-specific sub-algebras
of excitations that can naturally be identified with the
so-called active spaces that are frequently used in many
areas of quantum chemistry and physics. Algebraic prop-
erties of these sub-algebras provide a means to re-cast
the CC equations in the form of a set of eigenvalue prob-
lems and a set of equations that couple these eigenvalue
problems. Although there were several attempts to re-
express the CC equations as a non-linear eigenvalue prob-
lem (either in the context of dressed configuration inter-
action Hamiltonian [58], inclusion of high-order excita-
tions [59], or the analysis of multiple solutions of CC
equations [60]), in contrast to earlier efforts, all param-
eters (a subset of the cluster amplitudes) defining the
matrices to be diagonalized in the eigenvalue subprob-
lems are entirely decoupled from those parameters (also
a subset of the cluster amplitudes) that define compo-
nents of the corresponding eigenvectors. In particular, it
was shown that through the similarity transformation of
the electronic Hamiltonian it is possible to downfold it to
the form that acts in the active space and provides corre-
4Fermi	level
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FIG. 2. An example of the g(N)(3R, 4S) sub-algebra. As
shown in Ref. [30] this sub-algebra is a SES for the CC ap-
proach with singles, doubles, triples, quadruples, pentuples,
and hextuples (CCSDTQPH).
sponding CC energy as its eigenvalue value. In contrast
to the full electronic Hamiltonian, its effective active-
space normal-product form representation involves only
creation/annihilation operators carrying actives-space in-
dices. In typical applications the number of active spin
orbitals (Nact) is significantly smaller compared to the
total number of spin orbitals NS, i.e., Nact  NS.
Let us start the discussion by introducing basic notions
defining sub-algebras. An important class of sub-algebras
of the g(N) excitation algebra is closely related to ideas
underlying the active-space concepts in quantum chem-
istry, where one can define sub-algebras h through all
possible excitations Ea1...ami1...im that excite electrons from a
subset of active occupied orbitals (denoted as R) to a sub-
set of active virtual orbitals (denoted as S). These sub-
algebras will be denoted as g(N)(R,S). The g(N)(R,S)
sub-algebras can also be viewed as generators of various
complete active spaces (CAS(R,S)) spanned by the refer-
ence function |Φ〉 and all excited configurations obtained
by acting with elements of g(N)(R,S) onto |Φ〉 (see Fig.
2). Specific examples of these sub-algebras contain sub-
algebras involving all occupied and selected (S) virtual
orbitals or selected set of occupied orbitals (R) and all
virtual orbitals, which will be denoted for short as g(N)(S)
and g(N)(R), respectively. In an alternative notation, we
will denote g(N)(R,S) as g(N)(xR, yS) where numbers x
and y refer to the number of orbitals included in sets
R and S, respectively. Special sub-algebras g(N)(R) and
g(N)(S) will be denoted as g(N)(xR) and g(N)(yS). In this
paper, we will entirely focus on active-space excitations
sub-algebras for the closed-shell single-reference CC for-
mulations.
An important property of the excitation sub-algebras is
the fact, that in general, an arbitrary cluster operator T
can be decomposed in a part that belongs to sub-algebra
of interest h (denoted as an internal part, Tint(h)) and
a part that belongs to g(N) − h (denoted as an external
part, Text(h)), i.e.,
T = Tint(h) + Text(h) . (11)
The Tint operator is a generator of the CAS(R,S) and
the corresponding amplitudes of the Tk,int components
are labeled exclusively by active-space spin-orbital in-
dices, while the indices for the Tk,ext components of Text
consist of one or more spin-orbitals outside of the active
space. This decomposition entails decomposition of the
corresponding CC wave function:
|Ψ〉 = eT |Φ〉 = eText(h)+Tint(h)|Φ〉
= eText(h)eTint(h)|Φ〉 = eText(h)|Ψ(h)〉 , (12)
where the CAS-type wave function |Ψ(h)〉 is defined as
|Ψ(h)〉 = eTint(h)|Φ〉 . (13)
In (12), we use the fact that [Text, Tint] = 0, which can
be seen immediately from the fact that the terms in
the cluster operator in particle hole representation can
be expressed as Ea1,...,aki1,...,ik = b
†
a1 · · · b†akb†ik · · · b†i1 , for anti-
commuting b†`, where b`/b
†
` operators are defined as
b` =
{
a` ` ∈ V
a†` ` ∈ O
, b†` =
{
a` ` ∈ O
a†` ` ∈ V
, (14)
and O and V represent sets of occupied and unoccupied
spin orbitals in |Φ〉, respectively.
The sub-algebras h that satisfy two important require-
ments:
1. The |Ψ(h)〉 = eTint(h)|Φ〉 is characterized by the
same symmetry properties as |Ψ〉 and |Φ〉 vectors
(for example, spin and spatial symmetries).
2. The eTint(h)|Φ〉 Ansatz generates the FCI expansion
for the subsystem defined by the CAS correspond-
ing to the h sub-algebra,
play an important role in further analysis of the struc-
ture of the CC equations and we will refer all sub-algebras
satisfying requirements (1) and (2) as sub-system embed-
ding sub-algebras (SESs).
In Ref. [30] it has been shown that g(N)(1R, yS) along
with g(N)(xR, 1S) form SESs for CCSD and g(N)(2R, yS)
along with g(N)(xR, 2S) are SESs for CCSDTQ. The
largest sub-algebras in these classes are g(N)(1R) and
g(N)(2R) sub-algebras. In Ref. [30], we have also demon-
strated that for any SES h (corresponding to some CC
approximation) the standard
QintH¯N |Φ〉 = 0 , (15)
QextH¯N |Φ〉 = 0 , (16)
〈Φ|H¯|Φ〉 = E , (17)
5and hybrid
(P +Qint)H¯exte
Tint |Φ〉 = E(P +Qint)eTint |Φ〉 , (18)
QextH¯N |Φ〉 = 0 , (19)
representations of CC equations are equivalent at the
solution. In Eqs. (15)-(19) we used simplified nota-
tions: (1) the projection operators Qint(h) and Qext(h)
(Q = Qint(h) +Qext(h)) project onto subspaces spanned
by all excited configurations generated by acting Tint(h)
and Text(h) onto the reference function, respectively, (2)
H¯N = H¯ − 〈Φ|H¯|Φ〉 is the normal product form of the
similarity transformed Hamiltonian H¯, (3) the H¯ext op-
erator is defined as H¯ext ≡ H¯ext(h) = e−Text(h)HeText(h),
and (4) for notational simplicity we used the following
notational convention,
Tint ≡ Tint(h) , (20)
Text ≡ Text(h) , (21)
Qint ≡ Qint(h) , (22)
Qext ≡ Qext(h) . (23)
The above mentioned equivalence means that cluster am-
plitudes corresponding to excitations included in h can
be obtained in a diagonalization procedure. Moreover,
the standard form of the CC energy expression (given by
Eq. (9)) is a special case of Eq. (18) corresponding to
h = g(N)(0) (where g(N)(0) contains no excitations) - in
this case Tint(h) = 0.
An immediate consequence of the above equivalence
is the fact that the energy of the entire systems can be
obtained at the solution as an eigenvalue of the effective
Hamiltonian operator H¯effext(h),
H¯effext(h) = (P +Qint(h))H¯ext(h)(P +Qint(h)) , (24)
is the corresponding complete active space. By con-
struction, the cluster amplitudes Text, used to define
H¯ext(h), are decoupled from cluster amplitudes Tint that
define the components of the corresponding eigenvector.
One should also notice that the many-body expansion
of H¯ext(h) may contain effective interactions involving
higher-than-pairwise interactions.
Properties of SESs induced eigenvalue problems can
also be utilized to define alternative ways of forming CC
approximations and corresponding CC equations. For
example, the CCSD equations can be re-cast in the form
shown in Fig. 3. The form of the decomposition shown
in Fig. 3 can also be viewed as an "echo" of the fact
that CCSD theory is an exact theory for subsystem de-
composed into non-interacting two-electron systems (an
example is shown in Fig. 4). It is also interesting to
notice that for the exact CC theory for closed-shell sys-
tems discussed here, there exist a chain of various types
of SESs that meet requirements (1) and (2). For instance,
for the exact formulation one can consider a chain of SESs
defined as
g(N) → . . . g(N)(iR)→ . . . g(N)(2R)→ g(N)(1R) , (25)
…..
= "
= "
= "
= 0
= 0
Standard CCSD 
equations
CCSD equations in 
equivalent representation 
FIG. 3. Two equivalent representations of the CCSD equa-
tions. The left part schematically designates their stan-
dard form Q(HeT1+T2)C |Φ〉 (blue block) while the right
part (based on the utilization of various subsystems em-
bedding sub-algebras) contains several coupled eigenvalue
problems corresponding to various SESs and projections of
(HeT1+T2)C |Φ〉 on configurations not included in a corre-
sponding set of SESs (i.e., QextH¯N |Φ〉 symbolically designated
by the blue block).
!" #!" #$% !"!" #$" !" !"
!" % !" !"
.................
......
&'()'* ⟩|Φ is an exact 
theory for 2-electron system
FIG. 4. A schematic representation of the system parti-
tioning (assembly of n interacting H2 molecules, (H2)n) into
non-interacting two-electron sub-systems (non-interacting H2
molecules). For the exact CC formalism, for each H2 sub-
system there exist SES of the g(N)(1R) type that provides
excitations needed to describe H2 molecule at the non-
interacting sub-system limit. For simplicity, we assume that
all molecular orbitals describing (H2)n evolve in the non-
interacting subsystem limit into orbitals localized on the non-
interacting H2 systems.
which results in separate eigenvalue problems corre-
sponding to sub-systems of various sizes. This obser-
vation can be used to define a new CC approximations
where instead of referring to adding higher and higher
ranks of excitations as a design principle (used to defined
standard approximations such as CCD, CCSD, CCSDT,
CCSDTQ, etc.) one can envision a strategy based on the
inclusion excitations in the cluster operator that belong
to a specific class (or classes) of SESs. For example, in
6= "
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FIG. 5. Form of the CC equations (SAF-CCSD(2) formalism
of Ref. [30]) based on the inclusion of excitations from all
g(N)(2R) sub-algebras. Each eigenvalue problem corresponds
to a specific effective Hamiltonian H¯effext(h) where h is of the
g(N)(2R) type (h = g(N)(2R1), . . . , g
(N)(2Rf )).
Ref. [30] we discussed an approximation (sub-algebra flow
CCSD(2) approximation (SAF-CCSD(2)) that employs
all amplitudes contained in all g(N)(2R) SESs, which
leads to a CC model that contains all singly and double
excited cluster amplitudes and selected subsets of triply
and quadruply excited ones and where the CC equations
can be represented as a conglomerate of coupled eigen-
value problems shown in Fig. 5 (for more detailed dis-
cussion see Ref. [30]). It can also be shown that selecting
cluster amplitudes based on subsystem embedding alge-
bras is a natural way of introducing a notion of seniority
number intensively studied in the context of CC applica-
tions with strongly correlated systems.
To summarize this section, techniques based on the uti-
lization of the sub-system embedding sub-algebras can
be used to downfold the full electronic Hamiltonian to
an arbitrary active space corresponding to some subsys-
tem embedding sub-algebra. For example, using SES
one could downfold electronic Hamiltonian to the active
space (usually containing highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied orbitals) that contains the most important
contributions to the electronic wave function of interest.
This fact may be especially appealing in the context of
quantum algorithms such as quantum phase estimation
(QPE) [23, 25, 61–65] or variational quantum eigensolver
(VQE) [28, 29, 66–70]. Unfortunately, the main caveat
is related to the fact that effective Hamiltonians H¯ext(h)
are non-Hermitian, which is a major obstacle in using
these algorithms. The main goal of the following section
is to redefine unitary CC formalism to provide efficient
downfolding algorithm, which yields Hermitian effective
Hamiltonian(s) and at the same time assures the same
properties as single-reference CC effective Hamiltonians
H¯ext(h) discussed in this section.
IV. UNITARY CC METHOD
The unitary CC (UCC) formulations have been intro-
duced in Refs. [71–79] and have been intensively studied
in the recent years in the context of various quantum
algorithms [27, 28, 66, 80, 81].
The standard UCC Ansatz (the generalization of stan-
dard UCC Ansatz has recently been discussed in the lit-
erature, for details see Ref. [82])
|Ψ〉 = eσ|Φ〉 (26)
is reminiscent of standard single-reference expansion (1)
with the difference that the σ operator is anti-Hermitian,
i.e.,
σ† = −σ . (27)
This property of the σ operator leads to a non-
terminating character of many-body expansion for the
wave function (26). The anti-Hermitian character of σ
can be assured by the specific form of the σ operator,
which in most formulations is represented as
σ = T − T † , (28)
where T has exactly the same structure as discussed in
Eq. (2). In this and following Sections we will focus on
exact (i.e. including all possible excitations) formulation
of the UCC theory.
In the analysis of the UCC formalisms we will refer to
two standard formulas for operator exponentials:
1.) The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula:
eXeY = eX+Y+
∑∞
k=1 C
(k)
BCH(X,Y ) , (29)
where commutators C(k)BCH are defined as C
(1)
BCH(X,Y ) =
1
2 [X,Y ], C
(2)
BCH(X,Y ) =
1
12 ([X, [X,Y ]] + [Y, [Y,X]]), etc.
2.) The transposed variant of the Zassenhaus for-
mula [83, 84]:
eX+Y = {
k=2∏
∞
eC
(k)
Z (X,Y )}eY eX
= RZ(X,Y )e
Y eX , (30)
where C(2)Z =
1
2 [X,Y ], C
(3)
Z =
1
3 [Y, [[X,Y ]]+
1
6 [X, [X,Y ]],
etc. The RZ(X,Y ) function is defined as
RZ(X,Y ) =
k=2∏
∞
eC
(k)
Z (X,Y ) , (31)
where its inverse is given by the formula
R−1Z (X,Y ) =
∞∏
k=2
e−C
(k)
Z (X,Y ) . (32)
The equations for σ operator in the exact limit can be
obtained by substituting ansatz (26) into the Schrödinger
equation
Heσ|Φ〉 = Eeσ|Φ〉 . (33)
7The equivalent representation, which provides the explic-
itly connected form of the equations, can be obtained by
multiplying both sides by e−σ operator and decoupling
equations for amplitudes from the equation for energy
(see Ref. [75, 85] for details), i.e.,
Qe−σHeσ|Φ〉 = 0 (34)
〈Φ|e−σHeσ|Φ〉 = E . (35)
In analogy to the standard single-reference approach
let us explore if partitioning of σ into part belonging to
some SES h (σint ≡ σint(h)) and its complement (σext ≡
σext(h)) leads to a downfolding of Hamiltonian in the
form discussed in Section III. For this purpose we will (1)
apply Zassenhaus formula (30) to factorize eσint+σext , (2)
premultiply (33) from the left by e−σextR−1Z (σint, σext),
and (3) project resulting equations onto P +Qint space.
This procedure leads to the following equations(
(P +Qint)e
−σextR−1Z (σint, σext)HRZ(σint, σext) (36)
eσexteσint
)
|Φ〉 = E(P +Qint)eσint |Φ〉 .
For simplicity, the above equation can be re-written as
(P +Qint)H¯
UCC
ext e
σint |Φ〉 = E(P +Qint)eσint |Φ〉 (37)
where the H¯UCCext operator is defined as
H¯UCCext = e
−σextR−1Z (σint, σext)HRZ(σint, σext)e
σext ,
(38)
or equivalently
H¯
eff(UCC)
ext e
σint |Φ〉 = Eeσint |Φ〉 , (39)
where the effective Hamiltonian H¯eff(UCC)ext in Eq. (39) is
defined as
H¯
eff(UCC)
ext =
(
(P +Qint)e
−σextR−1Z (σint, σext)H (40)
RZ(σint, σext)e
σext(P +Qint)
)
.
In the above equation we use the fact that
eσint |Φ〉 = (P +Qint)eσint |Φ〉 . (41)
It can be shown that the form of the active-space
eigenvalue-type problem (39) is equivalent to the (P +
Qint) projections of the connected form of the UCC equa-
tions described by Eq. (34). This can be shown by intro-
ducing the resolution of identity e−σinteσint to the left of
H¯UCCext in Eq. (37) and noticing that e−σintH¯UCCext eσint =
e−σHeσ. Then the resulting equation takes the form
(P +Qint)e
σint(P +Qint)e
−σHeσ|Φ〉
= E(P +Qint)e
σint |Φ〉. (42)
Using matrix representation of the σint operator in the
CAS space denoted as σint this equation can be re-
written as
[eσint ][x] = 0 , (43)
where the first component of vector x corresponds to
〈Φ|e−σHeσ|Φ〉−E while the remaining components cor-
respond to projections of e−σHeσ|Φ〉 onto excited (with
respect to the reference determinant |Φ〉) configurations
〈Φ(CAS)∆ | belonging to h-induced CAS. The [eσint ] matrix
is also non-singular, which is a consequence of the alge-
braic structure of σint rather than a particular values of
cluster amplitudes defining Tint and T
†
int. To see it let us
calculate its determinant
det(eσint) = eTr(σint) (44)
where Tint and T
†
int are matrix representations of Tint and
T †int in CAS. Since Tint and T
†
int contains either excitations
or de-excitations we have
Tr(σint) = Tr(Tint − T †int) = 0 , (45)
which means that det(eσint) = 1 and (eσint) is a non-
singular operator. Therefore, the only solution of Eq.
(43) corresponds to x = 0, which proves the equivalence
of Eq. (37) with P and Qint projections of Eqs. (34) and
(35).
Although H¯UCCext (H¯
eff(UCC)
ext ) is Hermitian, in contrast
to H¯ext from Eq. (18) the H¯UCCext (H¯effext) operator does
not decouple σext amplitudes from the σint ones. If h is
chosen to contain highest/lowest lying occupied/virtual
orbitals we can view this property of H¯UCCext as mixing
low- and high-energy components of the wave function
(or using quantum chemical lingua, as a mixing of static
and dynamic correlation effects). In the next section we
will discuss how to re-instate the separation of effective
Hamiltonian while maintaining its Hermitian character.
This will have important consequences on how the ap-
proximate formulations can be constructed.
V. ALTERNATIVE UCC EXPANSIONS
In this section we will discuss properties of a UCC
Ansatz given by the product of two unitary transfor-
mations (double unitary CC (DUCC) expansion or, for
the reasons explained later, tailored unitary CC formu-
lation) which explicitly employs the partitioning induced
by some SES h
|Ψ〉 = eσexteσint |Φ〉 . (46)
The above expansion is driven by similar ideas as a class
of CC methods that utilize double similarity transforma-
tions and have been extensively discussed in the litera-
ture [9, 86–89]. Moreover, ansatz (46) can also be viewed
as a unitary generalization of the tailored CC formalism
(TCC) [90–93], where equations for σint are represented
in the form of eigenvalue problem discussed in previous
sections.
In analogy to the previous section, we will focus on the
exact formulation of the DUCC approach that includes
all possible excitations in the σext and σint operators.
8Since using BCH expansion (29) the DUCC expansion
can be transformed to the alternative single-reference
ansatz
eσexteσint |Φ〉 = eD|Φ〉 , (47)
where D is anti-Hermitian (D† = −D), the DUCC for-
malism can also be viewed as a special case of a unitary
CC ansatz.
In analogy to the UCC formulation, when the double
UCC ansatz (46) is introduced into Schrödinger equation
Heσexteσint |Φ〉 = Eeσexteσint |Φ〉 (48)
it can be rewritten in the equivalent form which decouples
equations for cluster amplitudes from the equation for
energy
Qe−σinte−σextHeσinteσext |Φ〉 = 0 , (49)
〈Φ|e−σinte−σextHeσinteσext |Φ〉 = E . (50)
One can show that the equations (48) corresponding to
projections onto (P +Qext) sub-space can be written in
equivalent form as an eigenvalue problem
(P +Qint)H¯
DUCC
ext e
σint |Φ〉 = E(P +Qint)eσint |Φ〉 (51)
or equivalently, using effective Hamiltonian language,
H¯
eff(DUCC)
ext e
σint |Φ〉 = Eeσint |Φ〉 (52)
where
H¯
eff(DUCC)
ext = (P +Qint)H¯
DUCC
ext (P +Qint) (53)
and
H¯DUCCext = e
−σextHeσext . (54)
To show this fact it suffices to introduce the resolution
of identity eσinte−σint to the left of the H¯DUCCext opera-
tor in Eq. (51) and notice that e−σintH¯DUCCext eσint =
e−σinte−σextHeσinteσext . Next, in analogy to Eqs. (42)
and (43), Eq. (53) can be represented as
[eσint ][y] = 0 , (55)
where the first component of the [y] vector is equiv-
alent to 〈Φ|e−σinte−σextHeσinteσext |Φ〉 − E while the
remaining components correspond to projections of
e−σinte−σextHeσinteσext |Φ〉 onto excited configurations be-
longing to Qint. Given the non-singular character of the
[eσint ] matrix, this proves the equivalence of these two
representations.
By construction, the DUCC effective Hamiltonian is
Hermitian and in contrast to the UCC case it is express-
ible in terms of the external σext amplitudes only, pro-
viding in this way in Eq. (52) a rigorous decoupling of
degrees of freedom corresponding to σext and σint in the
sense of discussion of Section III. Since amplitudes defin-
ing σext are characterized by larger perturbative denom-
inator compared to the σint, where small denominators
may occur, it is much safer to determine σext using per-
turbative techniques. The Eq. (52) also offers a possibil-
ity of downfolding the Hamiltonian to the (P+Qint) space
where the correlation effects from Qext can be included
through the σext operator, which makes calculations with
the downfolded Hamiltonian amenable for quantum com-
puting even for larger systems.
In the following part of the paper we will discuss an
approximate form of the second quantized representation
of the H¯eff(DUCC)ext operator (denoted as the Γ operator)
for a specific choice of SES containing all occupied and
lowest-lying virtual spin orbitals to define the SES active
space (i.e. all occupied indices i, j, . . . and some small
subset of virtual spin orbitals a, b, . . . are deemed active).
In this case amplitudes defining the σext operator must
carry at least one inactive virtual orbital. One can view
this procedure as a downfolding of an essential part of
the virtual spin-orbital space. This process will consist of
two steps: (1) expansion of H¯eff(DUCC)ext in powers of σext
operator and (2) approximation of σext operator. The
Γ operator is defined by strings of creation/annihilation
operators that carry only active spin orbitals and can be
written as
Γ = (H¯DUCCext )act , (56)
where subscript act designates terms of a given operator
expression that contains creation/annihilation operators
carrying active-space spin-orbital labels. Using Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff formula one can re-cast the above
equation in the form of infinite expansion:
Γ = (H)act + ([H,σext])act +
1
2!
([[H,σext], σext])act + . . .
(57)
Using particle-hole (ph) formalism one can also expand
the Γ operator into the sum of its many-body components
Γi
Γ = Γscalar + Γ1 + Γ2 + Γ3 + . . .+ ΓNe,act , (58)
where Ne,act designates the number of active electrons
and
Γ1 =
∑
PQ
γPQN [a
†
PaQ]
ph, (59)
Γ2 =
1
(2!)2
∑
PQRS
γPQRS N [a
†
Pa
†
QaSaR]
ph, (60)
...
Γi =
1
(i!)2
∑
P1,...,Pi
Q1,...,Qi
γP1...PiQ1...QiN [a
†
P1
. . . a†PiaQi . . . aQ1 ]
ph,(61)
...
where N [...]ph designates the particle-hole normal prod-
uct form of a given operator expression, P,Q,R, S, . . .
designate general active spin-orbital indices, and Γscalar
9designates full contracted (scalar) part of the Γ oper-
ator with respect to the particle-hole vacuum |Φ〉. In
the above expansion we also assume that all multidimen-
sional tensors γP1...PiQ1...Qi are antisymmetric with respect to
the permutations among the sets of lower and upper spin
orbital indices.
In practical realizations of the DUCC formalism one
has to truncate both the many-body Γ expansion given
by Eq.(61) as well as excitation level included in the σext
operator. Below, as a specific example we describe a vari-
ant of Γ-operator approximations based on the inclusion
of one- and two-body interactions/excitations. This will
also illustrate the benefits of using a hybrid particle-hole
and physical vacuum second-quantized representations
of all operators involved in the approximation. Follow-
ing similar ideas as discussed in Ref. [73], where energy
functionals were constructed based on the order of the
energy contributions, one can select terms in expansion
(57) based on the perturbative analysis of contributing
terms. For example, using particle-hole formalism, the
normal product form of the electronic Hamiltonian HN
(HN = H − 〈Φ|H|Φ〉) can be split into its one-particle
part FN and two-particle component VN and one can re-
tain elements in (57) that are correct through the second
order, i.e.,
Γ ' (H)act + ([HN , σext])act + 1
2!
([[FN , σext], σext])act .
(62)
An important aspect related to the approximate form of
the Γ operator is related to the excitation order included
in the σext operator, which can include single, double,
triple, etc. many-body components. Since σext is mainly
responsible for dynamic correlation effects various iter-
ative and non- iterative approximations can be used to
evaluate these terms. In this paper, we will consider an
approximation where σext is represented by external com-
ponents of singly and doubly excited cluster operators
(Text,1 and Text,2), i.e.,
σext = Text − T †ext (63)
' TCCSDext,1 + TCCSDext,2 − TCCSD†ext,1 − TCCSD†ext,2 .
For the simplest approximation of Text,1 and Text,2 oper-
ators one can employ external parts of the CCSD T1 and
T2 operators. More sophisticated approximations may
involve external cluster amplitudes corresponding to sin-
gle, double, triple, quadruple, etc. excitations obtained
from genuine UCC models.
Since we are interested in making DUCC formalism
amenable for classical/quantum computing, in the
remaining part of the paper we will derive the algebraic
form for the matrix elements defining Γ operator in
the second-quantized form in the particle-hole and
physical vacuum representations. The interest in latter
representation is mainly caused by the fact that most
of the classical (DMRG)/quantum diagonalizers utilize
physical vacuum representation of the second-quantized
forms of electronic Hamiltonian. In our analysis we will
focus our attention on one- and two-body interactions.
To derive these formulas we use a combined approach:
A. Determination of the algebraic form of Γ
Eq.(62) using particle-hole formalism.
Applying the particle-hole variant of Wick’s theorem
to the operator expressions (defining expansion (62) for
Text and T
†
ext given by Eq.(63))
(HNText)C,open + (T
†
extHN )C,open +
1
2
{((FNText)C,openText)C,open + (T †ext(FNText)C,open)C,open)
+((T †extFN )C,openText)C,open + (T
†
ext(T
†
extFN )C,open)C,open} (64)
and retaining terms only through two-body interactions
one obtains
Γ =(Γ)scalar +
∑
P,Q
γPQN [a
†
PaQ]
ph
+
1
4
∑
P,Q,R,S
γPQRS N [a
†
Pa
†
QaSaR]
ph , (65)
where again P,Q,R, S designate general active spin-
orbital indices (in the forthcoming analysis we will des-
ignate occupied and virtual active orbitals by I, J,K, . . .
and A,B,C, . . ., respectively), and (...)C,open designates
connected and open (i.e., having external lines in dia-
grammatic representation) part of a given operator ex-
pression. In Eq.(65) (Γ)scalar corresponds to the scalar
part of Γ in particle-hole representation, i.e. Γscalar =
〈Φ|Γ|Φ〉. One should also notice that first and second,
third and sixth, and fourth and fifth operators in ex-
pression (64) are pairs of Hermitian conjugate operators
(for example, (HNText)C,open = (T
†
extHN )
†
C,open). The
utilization of the particle-hole formalism helps in keep-
ing track and including a broader class of correlation ef-
fects compared to the physical vacuum representation.
The explicit expressions defining γPQ and γ
PQ
RS amplitudes
are given in Tables I, II, and III. For these tables, we
assume that a restricted or unrestricted Hartree-Fock
(RHF/UHF) reference is employed (i.e. all non-diagonal
elements of the Fock matrix are zero), and as a result the
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third and sixth terms in Eq. 64 vanish.
B. Determination of the physical-vacuum
representation of the Γ operator.
In order to find an equivalent characterization of the
Γ operator given by Eq.(65) using the physical vacuum
parametrization we will employ the set of identities from
Table IV that translate particle-hole normal product
forms for typical strings of creation/annihilation oper-
ators to physical vacuum expressions where all creation
operators are placed to the left of the annihilation opera-
tors. Using these identities the physical vacuum Hamilto-
nian Γ, in one- and two-body interaction approximation
takes the form:
Γ =
∑
PQ
χPQa
†
PaQ +
1
4
∑
P,Q,R,S
χPQRS a
†
Pa
†
QaSaR , (66)
where all χPQ and χ
PQ
RS coefficients are listed in Table V.
These matrix elements can be implemented and used as
an input for full configuration interaction type diagonal-
izers (in this case limited to the diagonalization in the
corresponding active space) including various "full" CC
approaches (CC approaches involving all possible excita-
tions within the active space), density matrix renormal-
ization group, and quantum simulators (employing either
QPE or VQE).
VI. DISCUSSION
The accuracy of truncations behind the DUCC(2) for-
malism is contingent upon several factors:
- the size of the active space (or equivalently the
number of active virtual orbitals included in h,
- the accuracy of σext estimates represented by single
and double excitations,
- the role of missing higher-rank many-body effects
in the σext and Γ operators.
As stated earlier, the size of the active space may effect
the accuracy of σext amplitudes, which is a consequence
of the fact that utilization of larger spaces, whose choice
is driven by the value of orbital energies, prevent per-
turbative denominators from being near singular. For
situations where the energy separation between virtual
active and inactive spin orbitals is sufficiently large one
should also expect that the role of higher-rank excita-
tions in σext is proportionally smaller. Otherwise one
needs to include higher many-body components of σext
and Γ operator, for example, three- and/or four-body
components, i.e., σext,3, σext,4, . . ., and Γ3, Γ4, . . .. In
such cases, one should also expect that standard single
reference CC formulations including T3 and/or T4 clus-
ter may not be a viable source of the information about
exact σext,3 and/or σext,4 operators. Instead one should
resort to using genuine UCC formulations. For example,
the Text,3 amplitudes can be extracted from the UCC(4)
model discussed in Ref. [73], where the sufficiency condi-
tions for cluster amplitudes
0 = Q1[FNT1 + VNT2]C |Φ〉, (67)
0 = Q2
[
VN + FNT2 + VN (T1 + T2 + T3)
+
1
2
(
1
2
VNT
2
2 + T
†
2VNT2
)]
C
|Φ〉, (68)
0 = Q3[FNT3 + VNT2]C |Φ〉, (69)
where Q1, Q2, and Q3 are projection operators onto
singly-, doubly-, and triply excited configurations, allow
to generate T3 amplitudes in on-the-fly manner avoiding
in this way typical memory bottlenecks associated with
storing the whole set of T3 amplitudes.
The discussed DUCC formalism also offers a possibil-
ity of integrating classical and quantum computations,
where the CC/UCC calculations for σext and forming
χPQ, χ
PQ
RS , . . . amplitudes are performed on classical com-
puters while the diagonalization step takes advantage of
quantum computing resources. For this reason it is in-
structive to discuss the quantum resources as a function
of the number of active orbitals (Nact) and total num-
ber of spin orbitals (NS) and rank of many-body effects
included in the Γ operator expression 66.
The specific choice of the active-spave or equivalently
sub-system embedding algebra h defines how efficient
is the process of integrating out remaining degrees of
freedom (i.e. the parameters/amplitudes defining the
Text/σext operator). In particular, the proper choice of
h will impact the accuracy of low-cost (perturbative) es-
timates of Text. Here we will consider two cases: (1)
choice of the h based on the energy threshold and (2)
choice of the h based on locality criteria (or equivalently
sub-system separability discussed in previous Sections).
In the first case the active space is chosen in anal-
ogy to typical applications of multi-reference meth-
ods (CASSCF, CASPT2 [94, 95], NEVPTn [96, 97],
MRMBPT [98–105], and DMRG [106, 107] methods)
where active spaces usually contain high- and low-lying
occupied and virtual orbitals. In this situation the first
order contribution to Text can be for example written as
siJaB '
viJaB
i + J − a − B , (70)
where in this specific example s-amplitude contains one
active occupied (J) and one active virtual (B) spinorbital
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TABLE I. The algebraic form of the γPQ and γ
PQ
RS amplitudes in Eq.(65) stemming from the HN term.
Amplitude Expression Amplitude Expression Amplitude Expression Amplitude Expression
HN term
γBA = f
B
A γ
J
I = f
J
I γ
I
A = f
I
A γ
A
I = f
A
I
γBCIA = v
BC
IA γ
KA
IJ = v
KA
IJ γ
CI
AB = v
CI
AB γ
IJ
KA = v
IJ
KA
γJBIA = v
JB
IA γ
CD
AB = v
CD
AB γ
KL
IJ = v
KL
IJ γ
IJ
AB = v
IJ
AB
γABIJ = v
AB
IJ
indices, we will also assume that in the above example
i and a represent inactive occupied and virtual spinor-
bital indices. If active-space orbitals are well separated
(energetically) from the remaining orbitals, one can ex-
pect that the perturbative denominators used to define
Text are much larger than those corresponding to excita-
tions within active space and which are determined in the
diagonalization procedure. In this case,the use of pertur-
bative techniques should provide reliable Text estimates.
In contrast to the energy separation criteria, when
"spatial" arguments are invoked to define the active
space, the "smallness" of σext-amplitudes is determined
by the decay law of the orbitals implicated in a specific
excitation. Here, we will consider two specific situations
shown in Fig. 6: (a) "active" or strongly correlated sub-
system is weakly interacting with sub-system B (which
can be described by low-order contributions of the many-
body perturbation theory) and (b) two "active" strongly
correlated centers (A1 ad A2) are embedded in a weakly
correlated medium (for example solution). In the case
(a), the matrix element in Eq.(70)
viJaB , (71)
should be "small" since spin orbitals i and a vs J and B
are spatially well separated (see Fig. 6 (a)). In the second
case, one should utilize the joint active spaces (SES h)
defined by active orbitals defining sub-systems A1 (with
corresponding SES h1) and A2 (with corresponding SES
h2), i.e.,
h = h1 + h2 , (72)
where the downfolded Hamiltonian H¯DUCCext (h) is given
by expression
H¯DUCCext (h) = e
−σext(h)Heσext(h) . (73)
Once sub-system A1 and A2 are spatially separated and
localized basis set is employed and σint(h1) and σint(h2)
commute
[σint(h1), σint(h2)] = 0 (74)
then further downfolding of H¯DUCCext (h) is possible, i.e.,
H¯DUCCext (h1) = e
−σint(h2)H¯DUCCext (h)e
σint(h2) (75)
H¯DUCCext (h2) = e
−σint(h1)H¯DUCCext (h)e
σint(h1) . (76)
BA
AB
!"#
(a)
A1
composite system
A2
!"#"$
(b)
FIG. 6. Graphical representation of the active space variant
defined by the spatial separation of two weakly interacting
subsystems A and B (a) and two weakly interacting "active"
centers A1 and A2. Once the active-space orbitals chosen to
be localized on sub-system A (A1 and A2) have no significant
overlap with remaining orbitals the perturbative arguments
apply for numerical estimates of the Text operator (see text
for details).
The above considerations indicate that any system "sep-
arability" parameter can be used to define appropriate
model space.
VII. RESOURCE ESTIMATES FOR
SIMULATION ON A QUANTUM COMPUTER
The discussed DUCC formalism also offers a possibil-
ity of integrating classical and quantum computations,
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TABLE II. Algebraic form of γPQ and γ
PQ
RS amplitudes in Eq.(65) (continued). Amplitudes defining Text,1 and Text,2 operators are
denoted by sai and sabij (i, j, . . . and a, b, . . . are generic occupied and virtual spin-orbitals, respectively) while amplitudes defining
T †ext,1 and T
†
ext,2 are denoted as s
i
a and s
ij
ab, respectively). By definition of the external parts of T and T
†, all s-amplitudes
that carry active spin-orbital indices only disappear. These terms pertain to active spaces that contain all correlated occupied
orbitals and a subset of the virtual ones. For simplicity we assume a restricted/unrestricted Hartree-Fock (RHF/UHF) reference
|Φ〉, where all non-diagonal Fock matrix elements disappear. The Einstein summation convention is invoked.
Amplitude Expression
(HNText)C,open term
γBA+ = −fMA sBM + vMBeA seM − 12vMNeA seBMN
γJI + = f
J
e s
e
I + v
MJ
eI s
e
M +
1
2
vMJef s
ef
MI
γIA+ = v
MI
eA s
e
M
γAI + = f
A
e s
e
I − fMI sAM + vMAeI seM + fMe teAMI − 12vMNeI seAMN + 12vMAef sefMI
γBCIA + = v
BC
eA s
e
I − vMBAI sCM + vMCAI sBM + fMA sBCMI − vMBeA seCMI + vMCeA seBMI + 12vMNIA sBCMN
γKAIJ + = v
KA
eJ s
e
I − vKAeI seJ + vMKIJ sAM + fKe seAIJ + 12vKAef sefIJ − vMKeJ seAMI + vMKeI seAMJ
γCIAB+ = −vMIABsCM
γIJKA+ = v
IJ
eAs
e
K
γJBIA + = v
JB
eA s
e
I + v
MJ
IA s
B
M − vMJeA seBMI
γCDAB+ = v
MC
AB s
D
M − vMDAB sCM + 12vMNAB sCDMN
γKLIJ + = v
KL
eJ s
e
I − vKLeI seJ + 12vKLef sefIJ
γABIJ + = v
AB
eJ s
e
I − vABeI seJ + vMAIJ sBM − vMBIJ sAM + fAe seBIJ − fBe seAIJ + fMJ sABMI − fMI sABMJ
+ 1
2
vABef s
ef
IJ +
1
2
vMNIJ s
AB
MN − vMAeJ seBMI + vMAeI seBMJ + vMBeJ seAMI − vMBeI seAMJ
(T †extHN )C,open term
γAB+ = −fAMsMB + veAMBsMe − 12veAMNsMNeB
γIJ+ = f
e
Js
I
e + v
eI
MJs
e
M +
1
2
vefMJs
MI
ef
γAI + = v
eA
MIs
e
M
γIA+ = f
e
As
I
e − fIMsMA + veIMAseM + feMsMIeA − 12veIMNsMNeA + 12vefMAsMIef
γIABC+ = v
eA
BCs
I
e − vAIMBsMC + vAIMCsMB + fAMsMIBC − veAMBsMIeC + veAMCsMIeB + 12vIAMNsMNBC
γIJKA+ = v
eJ
KAs
I
e − veIKAsJe + vIJMKsMA + feKsIJeA + 12vefKAsIJef − veJMKsMIeA + veIMKsMJeA
γABCI + = −vABMI sMC
γKAIJ + = v
eA
IJ s
K
e
γIAJB+ = v
eA
JBs
I
e + v
IA
MJs
M
B − veAMJsMIeB
γABCD+ = v
AB
MCs
M
D − vABMDsMC + 12vABMNsMNCD
γIJKL+ = v
eJ
KLs
I
e − veIKLsJe + 12vefKLsIJef
γIJAB+ = v
eJ
ABs
I
e − veIABsJe + vIJMAsMB − vIJMBsMA + feAsIJeB − feBsIJeA + fJMsMIAB − fIMsMJAB
+ 1
2
vefABs
IJ
ef +
1
2
vIJMNs
MN
AB − veJMAsMIeB + veIMAsMJeB + veJMBsMIeA − veIMBsMJeA
where the CC/UCC calculations for σext and forming χPQ,
χPQRS , . . . amplitudes are performed on classical computers
while the diagonalization step takes advantage of quan-
tum computing resources. For this reason it is instruc-
tive to discuss the quantum resources as a function of the
the number of active orbitals (Nact) and total number of
spinorbitals (NS) and rank of many-body effects included
in the Γ operator. As an example of the improvement
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TABLE III. Algebraic form of γPQ and γ
PQ
RS amplitudes in Eq.(65) (continued). Amplitudes defining Text,1 and Text,2 operators
are denoted by sai and sabij (i, j, . . . and a, b, . . . are generic occupied and virtual spin-orbitals, respectively) while amplitudes
defining T †ext,1 and T
†
ext,2 are denoted as s
i
a and s
ij
ab, respectively). By definition of the external parts of T and T
†, all s-amplitudes
that carry active spin-orbital indices only disappear. These terms pertain to active spaces that contain all correlated occupied
orbitals and a subset of the virtual ones. For simplicity we assume a restricted/unrestricted Hartree-Fock (RHF/UHF) reference
|Φ〉, where all non-diagonal Fock matrix elements disappear. The Einstein summation convention is invoked.
Amplitude Expression
1
2
(T †ext(FNText)C,open)C,open term
γJI + =
1
2
sJe f
e
f s
f
I − 12sMe fJMseI − 14sMJef fNI sefMN + 12sMJeg fef sfgMI + 14sIMef fNMsefNJ
γAB+ =
1
2
sMB f
N
Ms
A
N − 12sMe feBsAM + 14sMNfB fAe sefMN + 14sMNeB fef sAfMN − 12sMKeB fNK seANM
γAI + =
1
2
sMe f
A
f s
ef
MI − 12sMe fNI seAMN − 12sMe fNMsAeIN + 12sMe fef sAfIM
γIJKL+ =
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sIJef f
M
L s
ef
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4
sMNCD f
A
e s
eB
MN − 14sMNCD fBe seAMN − 12sMKCD fNMsABNK
γIJKA+ = − 12sIJeAfMK seM
γCIAB+ = − 12sMIABfCe seM
γKAIJ + =
1
2
sKe f
e
f s
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IJ − 12sKe fMJ seAIM + 12sKe fMI seAJM + 12sKe fAf sefIJ
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1
2
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NI − 12sMC fBe seAIM + 12sMC fAe seBIM + 12sMC fNI sABMN
1
2
((T †extFN )C,openText)C,open term
γIJ+ =
1
2
seJf
f
e s
I
f − 12seMfMJ sIe − 14sefMJfINsMNef + 12segMJffe sMIfg + 14sefIMfMN sNJef
γBA+ =
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2
sBMf
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N s
N
A − 12seMfBe sMA + 14sfBMNfeAsMNef + 14seBMNffe sMNAf − 12seBMKfKN sNMeA
γIA+ =
1
2
seMf
f
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MI
ef − 12seMfINsMNeA − 12seMfMN sINAe + 12seMffe sIMAf
γKLIJ + =
1
4
sefIJf
L
Ms
MK
ef − 14sefIJfKMsMLef + 12segIJffe sKLfg
γJBIA + =
1
2
seBMIf
J
Ns
MN
eA − 12seBMIffAsMJef − 12seBMIffe sMJfA + 12seBMIfMN sNJeA
γCDAB + =
1
4
sCDMNf
e
As
MN
eB − 14sCDMNfeBsMNeA − 12sCDMKfMN sNKAB
γKAIJ + = − 12seAIJ fKMsMe
γABCI + = − 12sABMIfeCsMe
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1
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seKf
f
e s
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fA − 12seKfJMsIMeA + 12seKfIMsJMeA + 12seKffAsIJef
γCIAB+ =
1
2
sCMf
M
N s
NI
AB − 12sCMfeBsIMeA + 12sCMfeAsIMeB + 12sCMfINsMNAB
afforded by our downfolding approach, let us evaluate
the worst-case resources required by the quantum phase
estimation algorithm for obtaining an eigenvalue of the
original Hamiltonian (involving only one- and two-body
interactions) in full space of all NS orbitals versus DUCC
models involving Nact active spin orbitals for two situa-
tions (2) Γ operator contains (1) up to two-body interac-
tions (Γ1 and Γ2) and (2) up to three-body interactions
(Γ1, Γ2, and Γ3).
Given an arbitrary unitary U with eigenvalues U |ψj〉 =
eiθj |ψj〉 and an input state |ψ〉 =
∑
j αj |ψj〉, quantum
phase estimation returns an eigenphase estimate of θj
with error δ for a randomly chosen eigenvector |ψj〉 that
is sampled with probability |αj |2. More precisely, the
estimate θˆ is drawn from the distribution
P [θˆ = θ] ∝
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
αjf(θ − θj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (77)
where f(x) is a function that depends on the choice of
phase estimation algorithm and is sharply peaked about
x = 0 with width δ. In common variants of phase estima-
tion algorithms [108–110], controlled-U must be applied
O(1/δ) times to obtain a single θˆ estimate, and is the
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TABLE IV. Translation of particle-hole normal product forms for typical strings of creation/annihilation operators into the
physical-vacuum normal product form (all creation operators are to the left with respect to the annihilation operators).
normal product form: normal product form:
particle-hole formalism physical vacuum formalism
N [a†BaA]
ph = a†BaA
N [a†JaI ]
ph = a†JaI − δIJ
N [a†IaA]
ph = a†IaA
N [a†AaI ]
ph = a†AaI
N [a†Ba
†
CaAaI ]
ph = −a†Ba†CaIaA
N [a†Ka
†
AaJaI ]
ph = −a†Aa†KaJaI − δIKa†AaJ + δJKa†AaI
N [a†Ca
†
IaBaA]
ph = a†Ca
†
IaBaA
N [a†Ia
†
JaAaK ]
ph = −a†Ia†JaKaA − δIKa†JaA + δJKa†IaA
N [a†Ja
†
BaAaI ]
ph = a†Ba
†
JaIaA − δIJa†BaA
N [a†Ca
†
DaBaA]
ph = a†Ca
†
DaBaA
N [a†Ka
†
LaJaI ]
ph = a†Ka
†
LaJaI − δJLa†KaI + δILa†KaJ + δJKa†LaI − δIKa†LaJ + δJLδIK − δJKδIL
N [a†Ia
†
JaBaA]
ph = a†Ia
†
JaBaA
N [a†Aa
†
BaJaI ]
ph = a†Aa
†
BaJaI
TABLE V. The algebraic form of χPQ and χ
PQ
RS amplitudes as functions of γ
P
Q and γ
PQ
RS ones.
Amplitude Expression Amplitude Expression
χBA = γ
B
A −
∑
M γ
MB
MA χ
J
I = γ
J
I −
∑
M γ
MJ
MI
χIA = γ
I
A −
∑
M γ
MI
MA χ
A
I = γ
A
I −
∑
M γ
MA
MI
χBCIA = γ
BC
IA χ
AK
IJ = γ
AK
IJ
χCIAB = γ
CI
AB χ
IJ
AK = γ
IJ
AK
χBJAI = γ
BJ
AI χ
CD
AB = γ
CD
AB
χKLIJ = γ
KL
IJ χ
IJ
AB = γ
IJ
AB
χABIJ = γ
AB
IJ
dominant cost.
One common example of U is the real-time evolu-
tion operator e−iHt, in which case θj is an eigenvalue
of H =
∑O(Nterms)
j hjPj , for O(Nterms) Pauli operators
Pj acting on at most O(NS) qubits, and positive coef-
ficients hj , scaled by a constant t. Though real-time
evolution may be approximated using Trotter-Suzuki
product formulas [63], it is difficult to obtain tight er-
ror bounds on scaling of the approximation error with
Nact. Thus we consider the case where U is a quantum
walk [64, 111, 112] with eigenvalues commensurate with
those of e±i sin
−1(H/λ), for λ =
∑
j |hj | ≥ ‖H‖. Unlike
Trotter-Suzuki formulas, there is no approximation error
in the eigenvalues apart from errors in the Hamiltonian
representation. This walk-based approach has become
popular of late under the name qubitization [111–115].
Note that an eigenphase estimate θˆ of the quantum walk
and its error δ may be related to the eigenvalue estimate
of H by computing λ sin(θˆ). Thus if we wish to learn
the eigenvalue within error  we need to apply the walk
operator O(λ/) times.
In qubitization, the walk operator is of the form
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U = (PREPARE† ⊗ I) ·SELECT ·(PREPARE⊗ I) ·((1−
2|0 · · · 0〉〈0 · · · 0|)⊗ I) for unitary subroutines PREPARE
and SELECT. The PREPARE subroutine prepares from
the all zero state |0 · · · 0〉 a state of the form∑j√hj/λ|j〉
within error , using O(Nterms) quantum gates. Here and
in the following, we count the number of arbitrary single-
and two-qubit quantum gates. The SELECT subroutine
applies each Pj in the Hamiltonian selected by a register
that stores the value of j. In a naive implementation, this
requires O(NSNterms) gates, but optimizations specific to
the Jordan-Wigner representation of fermionic Hamilto-
nians reduce this to O(NS) [113], which is subdominant
to the cost of the PREPARE circuit.
The overall cost of the algorithm is found by multiply-
ing the cost of the walk operator by the number of it-
erations needed within phase estimation. Thus the gate
complexity of obtaining an estimate of an eigenvalue ofH
to error δ is in O˜(λNterms/δ). In the worst-case, we may
assume that Nterms = O(N4S), and λ = O(|H|maxN4S),
where |H|max is the maximum absolute value of any en-
try in the Hamiltonian.
While |H|max is difficult to estimate in general, there
are cases when its scaling can be asymptotically esti-
mated. If we assume that a local orbital basis is used
consisting of atomic orbitals centered at each of the nu-
clei with charge Zi then it is straight forward to show
that |hpq| ∈ O(maxi Z2i ) and |hpqrs| ∈ O(maxi Zi) [116].
Therefore, we anticipate that λ ∈ O(N2S maxi Z2i +
N4S maxi Zi) for such problems. If we consider the nu-
clear charges to be fixed, we then expect the worst case
scaling of a simulation of the total Hamiltonian within
error δ to be in O(N8S/δ) in such cases.
If we consider simulating the downfolded Hamilto-
nian, one simply replaces Nterms = O(N4act) with the
number of terms in the downfolded effective Hamilto-
nian, and similarly for the normalization constant λ =
O(|Γ|maxN4act). Importantly, the number of active space
orbitals is much smaller than that of the full Hamiltonian,
that is Nact  NS. In common practice one normally
chooses active spaces such that that amplitude correc-
tions of downfolding are small. In other words, |Γ|max
is expected to be similar to that of the maximum abso-
lute value of H restricted to the active space. If core
electrons are also moved out of the active space, one
may expect |Γ|max  |H|max. The case of simulating
three-body interactions is less-studied, but the essential
idea is identical. With three-body terms, the worst-case
Nterms = λ = O(N6act), though λ could be much smaller
if |Γ3|max  |Γ|max, which would be expected of a small
correction.
In practice, it will be essential to understand costs
using realistic examples rather than building intuition
with the worst-case analysis. In particular, realistic
cases might be more accurately captured with low-
rank approximations that reduce Nterms to as small as
O˜(N2act) [27] for the two-body case – low-rank approx-
imations for the three-body case are still not well un-
derstood. Moreover, various quantum circuit optimiza-
tion techniques [117] enable a further O(Nact) reduction
in non-Clifford gate complexity, which are the dominant
expensive gates in fault-tolerant quantum computation.
More advanced quantum simulation algorithms for struc-
tured Hamiltonians could also be applicable, such as
those that negate the cost of simulating diagonal terms
or exploit large separations in energy scales [118, 119].
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the SES-CC methodology can
be extended to unitary CC formalisms which provides
a procedure for downfolding many-body effects into a
Hermitian effective Hamiltonian, in contrast to the ear-
lier coninical SES-CC work in which the effective Hamil-
tonian was not Hermitian. We introduced the DUCC
model which decouples the classes of excitations used to
define the effective Hamiltonian from those obtained in
the corresponding eigenvalue problem. These techniques
may provide a convenient way of decoupling two types of
degrees of freedom corresponding to parameters defining
low- and high-energy components defining the electronic
wave function of interest. Using computational chem-
istry nomenclature these two subsets can be identified
with static and dynamical correlation effects. However,
one can also envision slightly different scenarios for the
DUCC formalism application where different types of ef-
fects (scales) - for example, short- vs long-range correla-
tions effects - are decoupled using an appropriate form
of the local DUCC Ansatz or equivalently adequate def-
inition of the corresponding active space. This devel-
opment, which provides a rigorous scheme for obtaining
Hermitian effective Hamiltonians, opens doors for obtain-
ing the ground-state energy with previously unobtainable
diagonalization techniques, such as those used in quan-
tum algorithms or the DMRG method.
Integrating-out the corresponding fermionic degrees
of freedom, which leads to low-dimensionality second-
quantized effective Hamiltonians, will open up the pos-
sibility of performing quantum simulations on existing
quantum simulators, as well as on larger molecular sys-
tems. These problems will be tested in the forthcoming
papers. An interesting development area is also asso-
ciated with recent advances in compressing the second
quantized form of the electronic Hamiltonian based on
the composite Cholesky-SVD decompositions of one- and
two-electron integrals [27, 35]. One can envisage a fur-
ther extension of the applicability of Cholesky-SVD de-
composition to compress χ-amplitudes defining DUCC
downfolded Hamiltonians.
From the classical computing viewpoint, DUCC down-
folding techniques have broader implications and can be
used in the context of the density renormalized group
approach (DMRG) [16–18, 120] by providing a dressed
form of the effective Hamiltonian. This approach may
complement existing perturbative techniques used in the
context of the DMRG theory to account for the dynam-
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ical correlation effects [121–123].
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